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Agreenium,
at the Agriculture Show
Found at the Show on the stands of its members, on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, 1-3 March, the Institute is presenting a few actions and thoughts on
training, research, development and innovation discussed in partnership with its
eighteen member institutions.
The Digital University is up and running
Several MOOC presented at the Show are adding new training bricks to the Institute's agribiosciences Digital
University, a member of the Fun-MOOC EIG.
-11 a.m., Thursday, 1 March, on the CIRAD stand, launch of the first “Epidemiological bases in animal diseases”
MOOC, produced by a joint France Veterinary International-Cirad team (UMR CMAEE health and animal
production training and education in hot regions), assisted by the national veterinary colleges of Alfort,
Toulouse and Anses. The “Proteinnov” MOOC, sponsored by AgroSupDijon, dedicated to the use of plant
proteins in three areas (economics, nutrition and food technology) will be presented.
-11 a.m., Wednesday, 2 March on the AgroParisTech stand, presentation of new TAG conference broadcasts,
mini-conferences of experts on major food, agricultural and environmental issues, soon to be shown on Canal
Eduter, Canal U and Universcience, in the presence of its Chairman, Bertrand Macquart.

International cooperation
-1 p.m., Tuesday, 1 March, on the CIRAD stand, in the presence of André Vallini, Secretary of State for
Development and Francophonie, signing of a declaration of intent between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Development and the Institute relating to international cooperation in agribiosciences.
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Training, an issue in the agriculture and innovation relationship
2025- 4.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m., Thursday, 2 March, on the Inra stand:
as part of the Encounters organised by Inra, Claude Bernhard, Director of the Institute, and Philippe Chemineau
(Inra) will mediate a discussion on renovating training actions in initial, higher or vocational agricultural
education, with inputs from François Houllier, Chairman and Managing Director of Inra, Jean-Marc Meynard
(Inra), Fabien Starck (Iavff), Gilles Trystram (AgroParisTech), Philippe Prévost (Iavff) and Christian Germain
(Agroparistech). Marion Guillou, Chairperson of the Agreenium Board of Directors, will conclude the meeting.
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